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The Everything Sexy Show with Jamal and
PolyRick
Friday at 5 PM Pacific / 8 PM Eastern on The
Sexy Lifestyle Network

Tune in
Friday at 5 PM Pacific Time / 8 PM
Eastern Time on The Sexy Lifestyle
Network

March 15th 2019:Encore: DOM to DOMME - Everything Sexy
about Domination

LISTEN LIVE
In this sexy follow-up episode to our first show re BDSM,
Jamal is flying solo again and talking domination with fellow
dominant (or Domme) Taylor Sparks from the Sisters of
Sexuality and Organic Loven, also members of the Sexy
Lifestyle Network. Jamal & Taylor will talk about what it means
to be a "Dom" or "Domme," including ways to dominate others
- starting with your own mind. They'll also talk about their
unique perspectives on dominating men vs women, why they
like it and how they incorporate sex (or not) into their dom
scenes. Then the show turns to focus on different ways to be
domina
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Featured Guest
Taylor Sparks
Taylor (aka Mariposa) is a passionate erotic educator, certified in both holistic
aromatherapy and human behavior. With over a decade of experience in the natural
skincare/cosmetics industry, Ms. Sparks launched OrganicLoven.com, a site that
offers organic, natural and eco-friendly sensual body pleasures. She is also a co-host
of Sisters of Sexuality on our network. As a leading facilitator in the adult travel industry
for many years, Taylor has served as an Experience Advisor for thousands of
international travelers, bringing joy and happiness to all she encounters. She is also a
renowned and powerful public speaker and erotic educator, both nationally and
internationally. Her workshop se
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